Abstract. SHA-1 is a widely used 1995 NIST cryptographic hash function standard that was officially deprecated by NIST in 2011 due to fundamental security weaknesses demonstrated in various analyses and theoretical attacks.
Introduction
A cryptographic hash function H : {0, 1} * → {0, 1} n is a function that computes for any arbitrarily long message M a fixed-length hash value of n bits. It is a versatile cryptographic primitive used in many applications including digital signature schemes, message authentication codes, password hashing and contentaddressable storage. The security or even the proper functioning of many of these applications rely on the assumption that it is practically impossible to find collisions, i.e. two distinct messages x, y that hash to the same value H(x) = H(y). When the hash function behaves in a "sufficiently random" way, the expected number of calls to H (or in practice its underlying fixed-size function) to find a collision using an optimal generic algorithm is π/2 · 2 n/2 (see e.g. [33, Appndix A]); an algorithm that is faster at finding collisions for H is then a collision attack for this function.
A major family of hash function is "MD-SHA", which includes MD5, SHA-1 and SHA-2 that all have found widespread use. This family originally started with MD4 [36] in 1990, which was quickly replaced by MD5 [37] in 1992 due to serious attacks [9, 11] . Despite early known weaknesses of its underlying compression function [10] , MD5 was widely deployed by the software industry for over a decade. The MD5CRK project that attempted to find a collision for MD5 by brute force was halted early in 2004, when Wang and Yu produced explicit collisions [49] , found by a groundbreaking attack that pioneered new techniques. In a major development, Stevens et al. [45] later showed that a more powerful type of attack (the so-called chosen-prefix collision attack ) could be performed against MD5. This eventually led to the forgery of a Rogue Certification Authority that in principle completely undermined HTTPS security [46] in 2008. Despite this, even in 2017 there are still issues in deprecating MD5 for signatures [18] .
Currently, the industry is facing a similar challenge in the deprecation of SHA-1, a 1995 NIST standard [31] . It is one of the main hash functions of today, and it also has been facing important attacks since 2005. Based on previous successful cryptanalysis [3] [4] [5] of SHA-0 [30] (SHA-1's predecessor, that only differs by a single rotation in the message expansion function), Wang et al. [48] presented in 2005 the very first collision attack on SHA-1 that is faster than bruteforce. This attack, while groundbreaking, was purely theoretical as its expected cost of 2 69 calls to SHA-1's compression function was practically out-of-reach. Therefore, as a proof of concept, many teams worked on generating collisions for reduced versions of the function: 64 steps [8] (with a cost of 2 35 SHA-1 calls), 70 steps [7] (cost 2 44 SHA-1), 73 steps [15] (cost 2 50.7 SHA-1) and finally 75 steps [16] (cost 2 57.7 SHA-1) using extensive GPU computation power. In 2013, building on these advances and a novel rigorous framework for analyzing SHA-1, the current best collision attack on full SHA-1 was presented by Stevens [43] with an estimated cost of 2 61 calls to the SHA-1 compression function. Nevertheless, a publicly known collision still remained out of reach. This was also highlighted by Schneier [38] in 2012, when he estimated the cost of a SHA-1 collision attack to be around US$ 700K in 2015, down to about US$ 173K in 2018 (using calculations by Walker based on a 2 61 attack cost [43] , Amazon EC2 spot prices and Moore's Law), which he deemed to be within the resources of criminals.
More recently, a collision for the full compression function underlying SHA-1 was obtained by Stevens et al. [44] using a start-from-the-middle approach and a highly efficient GPU framework (first used to mount a similar freestart attack on the function reduced to 76 steps [21] ). This required only a reasonable amount of GPU computation power, about 10 days using 64 GPUs, equivalent to approximately 2 57.5 calls to SHA-1 on GPU. Based on this attack, the authors projected that a collision attack on SHA-1 may cost between US$ 75K and US$ 120K by renting GPU computing time on Amazon EC2 [39] using spot-instances, which is significantly lower than Schneier's 2012 estimates. These new projections had almost immediate effect when CABForum Ballot 152 to extend issuance of SHA-1 based HTTPS certificates was withdrawn [13] , and SHA-1 was deprecated for digital signatures in the IETF's TLS protocol specification version 1.3.
Unfortunately CABForum restrictions on the use of SHA-1 only apply to actively enrolled Certification Authority certificates and not on any other certificates, e.g. retracted CA certificates that are still supported by older systems (and CA certificates have indeed been retracted for continued use of SHA-1 certificates to serve to these older systems unchecked by CABForum regulations 1 ), and certificates for other TLS applications including up to 10% of credit card payment systems [29, 47] . It thus remains in widespread use across the software industry for, e.g., digital signatures of software, documents, and many other applications, most notably in the GIT versioning system.
It is well worth noting that academic researchers have not been the only ones to compute (and exploit) hash function collisions. Nation-state actors [24, 25, 34] have been linked to the highly advanced espionage malware "Flame" that was found targeting the Middle-East in May 2012. As it turned out, it used a forged signature to infect Windows machines via a man-in-the-middle attack on Windows Update. Using a new technique of counter-cryptanalysis that is able to expose cryptanalytic collision attacks given only one message from a colliding message pair, it was proven that the forged signature was made possible by a then secret chosen-prefix attack on MD5 [12, 42] .
Our Contributions
We are the first to exhibit an example collision for SHA-1, presented in Table 1 , thereby proving that theoretical attacks on SHA-1 have now become practical. Our work builds upon the best known theoretical collision attack [43] with estimated cost of 2 61 SHA-1 calls. This is an identical-prefix collision attack, where a given prefix P is extended with two distinct near-collision block pairs such that they collide for any suffix S:
The computational effort spent on our attack is estimated to be equivalent to 2 63.1 SHA-1 calls (see Sect. 6). There is certainly a gap between the theoretical attack as presented in [43] and our executed practical attack that was based 7f 46 dc 93 a6 b6 7e 01 3b 02 9a aa 1d b2 56 0b  45 ca 67 d6 88 c7 f8 4b 8c 4c 79 1f e0 2b 3d f6  14 f8 6d b1 69 09 01 c5 6b 45 c1 53 0a fe df b7  60 38 e9 72 72 2f e7 ad 72 8f 0e 49 04 e0 46 3c 57 0f eb 14 13 98 bb 55 2e f5 a0 a8 2b e3 31  fe a4 80 37 b8 b5 d7 1f 0e 33 2e df 93 ac 35 00  eb 4d dc 0d ec c1 a8 64 79 0c 78 2c 76 21 56 60  dd 30 97 91 d0 6b d0 af 3f 98 cd a4 bc 46 29 b1  CV2  1e ac b2 5e d5 97 0d 10 f1 73 69 63 57 71 bc 3a 17 b4 8a c5 on it. Indeed, the theoretical attack's estimated complexity does not include the inherent relative loss in efficiency when using GPUs, nor the inefficiency we encountered in actually launching a large scale computation distributed over several data centers. Moreover, the construction of the second part of the attack was significantly more complicated than could be expected from the literature. To find the first near-collision block pair (M
1 ) we employed the opensource code from [43] , which was modified to work with our prefix P given in Table 2 , and for large scale distribution over several data centers. To find the second near-collision block pair (M
2 ) that leads to the collision was more challenging, as the attack cost is known to be significantly higher, but also because of additional obstacles.
In Sect. 5 we will discuss in particular the process of building the second nearcollision attack. Essentially we followed the same steps as was done for the first near-collision attack [43] , combining many existing cryptanalytic techniques. Yet we further employed the SHA-1 collision search GPU framework from Karpman et al. [21] to achieve a significantly more cost efficient attack.
We also describe two new additional techniques used in the construction of the second near-collision attack. The first allowed us to use additional differential paths around step 23 for increased success probability and more degrees of freedom without compromising the use of an early-stop technique. The second was necessary to overcome a serious problem of an unsolvable strongly over-defined system of equations over the first few steps of SHA-1's compression function that threatened the feasibility of finishing this project.
As can be deduced from Eq. 1, our example colliding files only differ in two successive random-looking message blocks generated by our attack. We exploit these limited differences to craft two colliding PDF documents containing arbitrary distinct images. Examples can be downloaded from https://shattered.io. PDFs with the same MD5 hash have previously been constructed by Gebhardt et al. [14] by exploiting so-called Indexed Color Tables and Color Transformation functions. However, this method is not effective for many common PDF viewers that lack support for these functionalities. Our PDFs rely on distinct parsings of JPEG images, similar to Gebhardt et al.'s TIFF technique [14] and Albertini et al.'s JPEG technique [1] . Yet we improved upon these basic techniques using very low-level "wizard" JPEG features such that these work in all common PDF viewers, and even allow very large JPEGs that can be used to craft multi-page PDFs. This overall approach and the technical details will be described in a separate article [2] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first give a brief description of SHA-1 in Sect. 3. Then, we give a high-level overview of our attack in Sect. 4, followed by Sect. 5 that details the entire process and the cryptanalytic techniques employed, where we also highlight improvements with respect to previous work. Finally, we discuss the large-scale distributed computations required to find the two near-collision block pairs in Sect. 6. The parameters used to find the second colliding block are given in the appendix, in Sect. A.
The SHA-1 Hash Function
We provide a brief description of SHA-1 as defined by NIST [31] . SHA-1 takes an arbitrary-length message and computes a 160-bit hash. It divides the (padded) 
where ϕ i and K i are predefined Boolean functions and constants:
Step i ϕ i (x, y, z) Ki
After the 80 steps, the new chaining value is computed as the sum of the input chaining value and the final intermediate state: 
Overview of our SHA-1 Collision Attack
We illustrate our attack from a high level in Fig. 1 . Starting from identical chaining values for two messages, we use two pairs of blocks. The differences in the first block pair cause a small difference in the output chaining value, which is canceled by the difference in the second block pair, leading again to identical chaining values and hence a collision (indicated by (2)). We employ differential paths that are a precise description of differences in state words and message words and of how these differences should propagate through the 80 steps.
Note that although the first five state words are fixed by the chaining value, one can freely modify message words and thus directly influence the next sixteen state words. Moreover, with additional effort this can be extended to obtain limited influence over another eight state words. However, control over the remaining state words (indicated by (1)) is very hard and thus requires very sparse target differences that correctly propagate with probability as high as possible. Furthermore, these need to be compatible with differences in the expanded message words. The key solution is the concept of local collisions [5] , where any state bitdifference introduced by a perturbation message bit-difference is to be canceled in the next five steps using correction message bit-differences.
To ensure all message word bit differences are compatible with the linear message expansion, one uses a disturbance vector (DV) [5] that is a correctly expanded message itself, but where every "1" bit marks the start of a local collision. The selection of a good disturbance vector has a very high impact on the overall attack cost. As previously shown by Wang et al. [48] , the main reason of using two block pairs (i.e. to search for a near-collision over a first message block, that is completed to a full collision over a second) instead of only one is that this choice alleviates an important restriction on the disturbance vector, namely that there are no state differences after the last step. Similarly, it may be impossible to unite the input chaining value difference with the local collisions for an arbitrary disturbance vector. This was solved by Wang et al. [48] by crafting a tailored differential path (called the non-linear (NL) path, indicated by (3)) that over the first 16 steps connects the input chaining value differences to the local collision differences over the remaining steps (called the linear path, referring to the linear message expansion dictating the local collision positions).
One has to choose a good disturbance vector, then craft a non-linear differential path for each of the two near-collision attacks (over the first and second message blocks), determine a system of equations over all steps and finally find a solution in the form of a message block pair (as indicated by (4A) and (4B)). Note that one can only craft the non-linear path for the second near-collision attack once the chaining values resulting from the first block pair are known. This entire process including our improvements is described below.
Near-Collision Attack Procedure
This section describes the overall procedure of each of the two near-collision attacks. Since we relied on our modification of Stevens' public source-code [17, 43] for the first near-collision attack, we focus on our extended procedure for our second near-collision attack. As shown in Fig. 2 , this involves the following steps that are further detailed below:
1. selection of the disturbance vector (same for both attacks); 2. construction of the non-linear differential path; 3. determine attack conditions over all steps; 4. find additional conditions beyond the fixed differential path for early-stop; 5. if necessary fix solvability of attack conditions over the first few steps; 6. find message modification rules to speed-up collision search; 7. write the attack algorithm; 8. finally, run the attack to find a near-collision block pair.
Disturbance Vector Selection
The selection of which disturbance vector to use is a major choice, as it directly determines many aspects of the collision attack. These include the message XOR differences, but also in theory the optimal attack choices over the linear path, including the optimal set of candidate endings for the non-linear path together with optimal linear message-bit equations that maximize the success probability over the linear part.
Historically several approaches have been used to analyze a disturbance vector to estimate attack costs over the linear part. Initially, the Hamming weight of the DV that counts the active number of local collisions was used (see e.g. [4, 35] ). For the first theoretical attack on SHA-1 with cost 2 69 SHA-1-calls by Wang et al. [48] a more refined measure was used, that counts the number of bitconditions on the state and message bits that ensure that the differential path would be followed. This was later refined by Yajima et al. [51] to a more precise count by exploiting all possible so-called bit compressions and interactions through the Boolean functions. However, this approach does not allow any difference in the carry propagation, which otherwise could result in alternate differential paths that may improve the overall success probability. Therefore, Mendel et al. [28] proposed to use the more accurate probability of single local collisions where carry propagations are allowed, in combination with known local collision interaction corrections.
The current state-of-the-art is joint-local-collision analysis (JLCA) introduced by Stevens [41, 43] which given sets of allowed differences for each state word A i and message word m i (given by the disturbance vector) computes the exact optimal success probability over the specified steps by exhaustively evaluating all differential paths with those allowed differences. This approach is very powerful as it also provides important information for the next steps, namely the set of optimal chaining value differences (by considering arbitrary high probability differences for the last five A i s) and the set of optimal endings for the non-linear path, together with a corresponding set of message-bit equations, using which the optimal highest success probability of the specified steps can actually be achieved. The best theoretical collision attack on SHA-1 with cost 2 61 SHA-1 calls [43] was built using this analysis. As we build upon this collision attack, we use the same disturbance vector, named II(52, 0) by Manuel [26] and originally described by Jutla and Patthak [20] .
Construction of a Non-linear Differential Path
Once the disturbance vector and the corresponding linear part of the differential path have been fixed, the next step consists in finding a suitable non-linear path connecting the chaining value pair (with fixed differences) to the linear part. This step needs to be done separately for each near-collision attack of the full collision attack 2 . As explained for instance in [43] , in the case of the first near-collision attack, the attacker has the advantage of two additional freedoms. Firstly, an arbitrary prefix can be included before the start of the attack to pre-fulfill a limited number of conditions on the chaining value. This allows greater freedom in constructing the non-linear path as this does not have to be restricted to a specific value of the chaining value pair, whereas the non-linear path for the second nearcollision attack has to start from the specific given value of input chaining value pair. Secondly, it can use the entire set of output chaining value differences with the same highest probability. The first near-collision attack is not limited to a particular value and succeeds when it finds a chaining value difference in this set, whereas the second near-collision attack has to cancel the specific difference in the resulting chaining value pair. Theory predicts the first near-collision attack to be at least a factor six faster than the second attack [43] . For our collision attack it is indeed the second near-collision attack that dominates the overall attack complexity.
Historically, the first non-linear paths for SHA-1 were hand-crafted by Wang et al. Several algorithms were subsequently developed to automatically search for non-linear paths for MD5, SHA-1, and other functions of the MD-SHA family. The first automatic search for SHA-1 by De Cannière and Rechberger [8] was based on a guess-and-determine approach. This approach tracks the allowed values of each bit pair in the two related compression function computations. It starts with no constraints on the values of these bit pairs other than the chaining value pair and the linear part differences. It then repeatedly restricts values on a selected bit pair and then propagates this information via the step function and linear message expansion relation, i.e., it determines and eliminates previously-allowed values for other bit pairs that are now impossible due the added restriction. Whenever a contradiction occurs, the algorithm backtracks and chooses a different restriction on the last selected bit pair.
Another algorithm for SHA-1 was introduced by Yajima et al. [52] that is based on a meet-in-the-middle approach. It starts from two fully-specified differential paths; the first is obtained from a forward expansion of the input chaining value pair, whereas the other is obtained from a backward expansion of the linear path. It then tries to connect these two differential paths over the remaining five steps in the middle by recursively iterating over all solutions over a particular step.
A similar meet-in-the-middle algorithm was independently first developed for MD5 and then adapted to SHA-1 by Stevens et al. [17, 41, 45] , which operates on bit-slices and is more efficient. The open-source HashClash project [17] seems to be the only publicly available non-linear path construction implementation, which we improved as follows. Originally, it expanded a large set of differential paths step by step, keeping only the best N paths after each step, for some userspecified number N . However, there might be several good differential paths that result in the same differences and conditions around the connecting five steps, where either none or all lead to fully-connected differential paths. Since we only need the best fully-connected differential path we can find, we only need to keep a best differential path from each subset of paths with the same differences and conditions over the last five steps that were extended. So to remove this redundancy, for each step we extend and keep, say, the 4N best paths, then we remove all such superfluous paths, and finally keep at most N paths. This improvement led to a small but very welcome reduction in the amount of differential path conditions under the same path construction parameter choices, but also allowed a better positioning of the largest density of sufficient conditions for the differential path.
Construction of a very good non-linear path for the second near-collision attack using our improved HashClash version took a small effort with our improvements, yet even allowed us to restrict the section with high density of conditions to just the first six steps. However, to find a very good non-linear differential path that is also solvable turned out to be more complicated. Our final solution is described in Sect. 5.5, which in the end did allow us to build our attack on the best non-linear path we found without any compromises. The fixed version of this best non-linear path is presented in Fig. 3 , Sect. A.
Determine Attack Conditions
Having selected the disturbance vector and constructed a non-linear path that bridges into the linear part, the next step is to determine the entire system of equations for the attack. This system of equations is expressed entirely over the computation of message M (1) , and not over M (2) , and consists of two types of equations:
1. Linear equations over message bits. These are used to control the additive signs of the message word XOR differences implied by the disturbance vector. Since there are many different "signings" over the linear part with the same highest probability, instead of one specific choice one uses a linear hull that captures many choices to reduce the amount of necessary equations. 2. Linear equations over state bits given by a fixed differential path up to some step i (that includes the non-linear path). These control whether there is a difference in a state bit and which sign it has, furthermore they force target differences in the outputs of the Boolean functions ϕ i .
We determine this entire system by employing our implementation of jointlocal-collision analysis that has been improved as follows. JLCA takes input sets of allowed differences for each A i and m i and exhaustively analyzes the set of differential paths with those allowed differences, which originally is only used to analyze the linear part. We additionally provide it with specific differences for A i and m i as given by the non-linear path, so we can run JLCA over all 80 steps and have it output an optimal fixed differential path over steps 0, . . . , 22 together with an optimal set of linear equations over message bits over the remaining steps. These are optimal results since JLCA guarantees these lead to the highest probability that is possible using the given allowed differences, but furthermore that a largest linear hull is used to minimize the amount of equations.
Note that having a fixed differential path over more steps directly provides more state bit equations which is helpful in the actual collision search because we can apply an early-stop technique. However, this also adds further restrictions on A i limiting a set of allowed differences to a single specific difference. In our case limiting A 24 would result, besides a drop in degrees of freedom, in a lower overall probability, thus we only use a fixed differential path up to step 22, i.e., up to A 23 . Below in Sect. 5.4 we show how we compensated for fewer state equations that the actual collision search uses to early stop.
Find Additional State Conditions
As explained in Sect. 5.3, the system of equations consists of linear equations over (expanded) message bits and linear equations over state bits. In the actual collision search algorithm, we depend on these state bit equations to stop computation on a bad current solution as early as possible and start backtracking. These state bit equations are directly given by a fixed differential path, where every bit difference in the state and message is fixed. Starting from step 23 we allow several alternate differential paths that increase success probability, but also allow distinct message word differences that lead to a decrease in the overall number of equations. Each alternate differential path depends on its own (distinct) message word differences and leads to its own state bit equations. To find additional equations, we also consider linear equations over state and message bits around steps 21-25. Although in theory these could be computed by JLCA by exhaustively reconstructing all alternate differential paths and then determining the desired linear equations, we instead took a much simpler approach. We generated a large amount of random solutions of the system of equations up to step 31 using an unoptimized general collision search algorithm. We then proceeded to exhaustively test potential linear equations over at most four state bits and message bits around steps 21-25, which is quite efficient as on average only two samples needed to be checked for each bad candidate. The additional equations we found and used for the collision search are shown in Table 4 , Sect. A.
Fix Solvability over the First Steps
This step is not required when there are sufficient degrees of freedom in the nonlinear part, as was the case in the first-block near-collision attack. As already noted, in the case of the second-block near-collision attack, the non-linear path has to start will a fully-fixed chaining value and has significantly more conditions in the first steps. As a result, the construction of a very good and solvable non-linear differential path for the second near-collision attack turned out to be quite complex. Our initially constructed paths unfortunately proved to be unsolvable over the first few steps. We tried several approaches including using the guess-and-determine non-linear path construction to make corrections as done by Karpman et al. [21] , as well as using worse differential path construction parameters, but all these attempts led to results that not only were unsatisfactory but that even threatened the feasibility of the second near-collision attack. Specifically, both approaches led to differential paths with a significantly increased number of conditions, bringing the total number of degrees of freedom critically low. Moreover, the additional conditions easily conflicted with candidate speed-up measures named "boomerangs" necessary to bring the attack's complexity down to a feasible level. Our final solution was to encode this problem into a satisfiability (SAT) problem and use a SAT solver to find a drop-in replacement differential path over the first eight steps that is solvable.
More specifically, we adapted the SHA-1 SAT system generator from Nossum 3 [32] (initially used to compute reduced-round practical preimages) to generate two independent 8-step compression function computations, which we then linked by adding constraints that set the given input chaining value pair, the message XOR differences over m 0 , . . . , m 7 , the path differences of A 4 , . . . , A 8 and the path conditions of A 5 , . . . , A 8 . In effect, we allowed complete freedom over A 1 , A 2 , A 3 and some freedom over A 4 . All solutions were exhaustively generated by MiniSAT 4 and then converted into drop-in replacement paths, from which we kept the one with fewest conditions. This allowed us to build our attack on the best non-linear path we found without any compromises and the corrected non-linear path is presented in Fig. 3 , Sect. A. Note that indeed the system of equations is over-defined: over the first five steps, there are only 15 state bits without an equation, while at the same time there are 23 message equations.
Find Message Modifications to Speed-Up Collision Search
To speed-up the collision search significantly, it is important to employ message modification rules, that make small changes in the current message block that do not affect any bit involved with the state and message-bit equations up to some step n (with sufficiently high probability). This effectively allows such a message modification rule to be applied to one solution up to step n to generate several solutions up to the same step with almost no additional cost, thereby significantly reducing the average cost to generate solutions up to step n.
The first such speed-up technique that was developed in attacks of the MD-SHA family was called neutral bits, introduced by Biham and Chen to improve attacks on SHA-0 [3] . A message bit is neutral up to a step n if flipping this bit causes changes that do not interact with differential path conditions up to step n with high probability. As the diffusion of SHA-0/SHA-1's step function is rather slow, it is not hard to find many bits that are neutral for a few steps.
A nice improvement of the original neutral bits technique was ultimately described by Joux and Peyrin as "boomerangs" [19] . It consists in carefully selecting a few bits that are all flipped together in such a way that this effectively flips, say, only one state bit in the first 16 steps, and such that the diffusion of uncontrollable changes is significantly delayed. This idea can be instantiated efficiently by flipping together bits that form a local collision for the step function. This local collision will eventually introduce uncontrollable differences through the message expansion; however, these do not appear immediately, and if all conditions for the local collision to be successful are verified, the first few steps after the introduction of its initial perturbation will be free of any difference. Joux and Peyrin then noted that sufficient conditions for the local collision can be pre-satisfied when creating the initial partial solution, effectively leading to probability-one local collisions. This leads to a few powerful message modification rules that are neutral up to very late steps.
A closely-related variant of boomerangs is named advanced message modification by Wang et al. in their attack of the MD-SHA family (see e.g. [48] ). While the objective of this technique is also to exploit the available freedom in the message, it applies this in a distinct way by identifying ways of interacting with an isolated differential path condition with high probability. Then, if an initial message pair fails to verify a condition for which a message modification exists, the bits of the latter are flipped, so that the resulting message pair now verifies the condition with high probability.
In our attack, we used both neutral bits and boomerangs as message modification rules. This choice was particularly motivated by the ability to efficiently implement these speed-up techniques on GPUs, used to compute the second block of the collision, similar to [21, 44] .
Our search process for finding the neutral bits follows the one described in [44] . Potential boomerangs are selected first, one being eligible if its initial perturbation does not interact with differential path conditions and if the corrections of the local collision do not break some linear message-bit-relation (this would typically happen if an odd number of bits to be flipped are part of such a relation). The probability with which a boomerang eventually interacts with path conditions is then evaluated experimentally by activating it on about 4 000 independent partial solutions; the probability threshold used to determine up to which step a boomerang can be used is set to 0.9, meaning that it can be used to generate an additional partial solution at step n from an existing one if it does not interact with path conditions up to step n with probability more than 0.1. Once boomerangs have been selected, the sufficient conditions necessary to ensure that their corresponding local collisions occur with probability 1 are added to the differential path, and all remaining free message bits are tested for neutrality using the same process (i.e., a bit is only eligible if flipping it does not trivially violate path conditions or make it impossible to later satisfy message-bit-relations, and its quality is evaluated experimentally).
The list of neutral bits and boomerangs used for the second block of the attack is given in Sect. A. There are 51 neutral bits, located on message words m 11 to m 15 , and three boomerangs each made of a single local collision started on m 6 (for two of them) or m 9 .
Attack Implementation
A final step in the design of the attack is to implement it. This is needed for obvious reasons if the goal is to find an actual collision as we do here, but it is also a necessary step if one wishes to obtain a precise estimate of the complexity of the attack. Indeed, while the complexity of the probabilistic phase of the attack can be accurately computed using JLCA (or can also be experimentally determined by sampling many mock partial solutions), there is much more uncertainty as to "where" this phase actually starts. In other words, it is hard to exactly predict how effective the speed-up techniques can be without actually implementing them. The only way to determine the real complexity of an attack is then to implement it, measure the rate of production of partial solutions up to a step where there is no difference in the differential path for five consecutive state words, and use JLCA to compute the exact probability of obtaining a (near-) collision over the remaining steps.
The first near-collision block pair of the attack was computed with CPUs, using an adapted version of the HashClash software [17] . As the original code was not suitable to run on a large scale, a significant effort was spent to make it efficient on the hundreds of cores necessary to obtain a near-collision in reasonable time. The more expensive computation of the second block was done on GPUs, based on the framework used by Karpman et al. [21] , which we briefly describe below.
The main structure used in this framework consists in first generating base solutions on CPUs that fix the sixteen free message words, and then to use GPUs to extend these to partial solutions up to a late step, by only exploiting the freedom offered by speed-up techniques (in particular neutral bits and boomerangs). These partial solutions are then sent back to a CPU to check if they result in collisions.
The main technical difficulty of this approach is to make the best use of the power offered by GPUs. Notably, their programming model differs from the one of CPUs in how diverse the computations run on their many available cores can be: on a multicore CPU, every core can be used to run an independent process; however, even if a recent GPU can feature many more cores than a CPU (for instance, the Nvidia GTX 970 used in [21, 44] and the initial implementation of this attack features 1664 cores), they can only be programmed at the granularity of warps made of 32 threads, which must then run the same code. Furthermore, divergence in the control flow of threads of a single warp is dealt with by serializing the diverging computations; for instance, if a single thread takes a different branch than the rest of the warp in an if statement, all the other threads become idle while it is taking its own branch. This limitation would make a naïve parallel implementation of the usage of neutral bits rather inefficient, and there is instead a strong incentive to minimize control-flow divergence when implementing the attack.
The approach taken by Karpman et al. [21] to limit the impact of the inherent divergence in neutral bit usage is to decompose the attack process step by step and to use the fair amount of memory available on recent GPUs to store partial solutions up to many different steps in shared buffers. In a nutshell, all threads of a single warp are asked to load their own partial solution up to a certain state word A i , and they will together apply all neutral bits available at this step, each time checking if the solution can be validly extended to a solution up to A i+1 ; if and only if this is the case, this solution is stored in the buffer for partial solutions up to A i+1 , and this selective writing operation is the only moment where the control flow of the warps may diverge.
To compute the second block pair of the attack, and hence obtain a full collision, we first generated base solutions consisting of partial solutions up to A 14 on CPU, and used GPUs to generate additional partial solutions up to A 26 . These were further probabilistically extended to partial solutions up to A 53 , still using GPUs, and checking whether they resulted in a collision was finally done on a CPU. The probability of such a partial solution to also lead to a collision can be computed by JLCA to be equal to 2 −27.8 , and 2 −48.7 for partial solutions up to A 33 (these probabilities could in fact both be reduced by a factor 2 0.6 ; however, the ones indicated here correspond to the attack we carried out). On a GTX 970, a prototype implementation of the attack produced partial solutions up to A 33 at a rate of approximately 58 100 per second, while the full SHA-1 compression function can be evaluated about 2 31.8 times per second on the same GPU. Thus, our attack has an expected complexity of 2 64.7 on this platform. Finally, adapting the prototype GPU implementation to a large-scale infrastructure suitable to run such an expensive computation also required a fair amount of work.
Computation of the Collision
This section gives some details about the computation of the collision and provides a few comparisons with notable cryptographic computations.
Units of Complexity
The complexity figures given in this section follow the common practice in the cryptanalysis of symmetric schemes of comparing the efficiency of an attack to the cost of using a generic algorithm achieving the same result. This can be made by comparing the time needed, with the same resources, to e.g. compute a collision on a hash function by using a (memoryless) generic collision search versus by using a dedicated process. This comparison is usually expressed by dividing the time taken by the attack, e.g. in core hours, by the time taken to compute the attacked primitive once on the same platform; the cost of using a generic algorithm is then left implicit. This is for instance how the figure of 2 64.7 from Sect. 5.7 has been derived.
While this approach is reasonable, it is far from being as precise as what a number such as 2 64.7 seems to imply. We discuss below a few of its limitations.
The Impact of Code Optimization. An experimental evaluation of the complexity of an attack is bound to be sensitive to the quality of the implementation, both of the attack itself and of the reference primitive used as a comparison.
A hash function such as SHA-1 is easy to implement relatively efficiently, and the difference in performance between a reference and optimized implementation is likely to be small. This may however not be true for the implementation of an attack, which may have a more complex structure. A better implementation may then decrease the "complexity" of an attack without any cryptanalytical improvements.
Although we implemented our attack in the best way we could, one cannot exclude that a different approach or some modest further optimizations may lead to an improvement. However, barring a radical redesign, the associated gain should not be significant; the improvements brought by some of our own low-level optimizations was typically of about 15%.
The Impact of the Attack Platform. The choice of the platform used to run the attack may have a more significant impact on its evaluated complexity. While a CPU is by definition suitable to run general-purpose computations, this is not the case of e.g. GPUs. Thus, the gap between how fast a simple computation, such as evaluating the compression function of SHA-1, and a more complex one, such as our attack, need not be the same on the two kinds of architectures. For instance, the authors of [21] noticed that their 76-step freestart attack could be implemented on CPU (a 3.2 GHz Haswell Core i5) for a cost equivalent to 2 49.1 compression function computations, while this increased to 2 50.25 on their best-performing GTX 970, and 2 50.34 on average.
This difference leads to a slight paradox: from an attacker's point of view, it may seem best to implement the attack on a CPU in order to be able to claim a better attack complexity. However, a GPU being far more powerful, it is actually much more efficient to run it on the latter: the attack of [21] takes only a bit more than four days to run on a single GTX 970, which is much less than the estimated 150 days it would take using a single quad-core CPU.
We did not write a CPU (resp. GPU) implementation of our own attack for the search of the second (resp. first) block, and are thus unable to make a similar comparison for the present full hash function attack. However, as we used the same framework as [21] , it is reasonable to assume that the gap would be of the same order.
How to Pick the Best Generic Attack. As we pointed out above, the common methodology for measuring the complexity of an attack leaves implicit the comparison with a generic approach. This may introduce a bias in suggesting a strategy for a generic attacker that is in fact not optimal. This was already hinted in the previous paragraph, where we remarked that an attack may seem to become worse when implemented on a more efficient platform. In fact, the underlying assumption that a generic attacker would use the same platform as the one on which the cryptanalytic attack is implemented may not always be justified: for instance, even if the latter is run on a CPU, there is no particular reason why a generic attacker would not use more energy-efficient GPUs or FPGAs. It may thus be hard to precisely estimate the absolute gain provided by a cryptanalytic attack compared to the best implementation of a generic algorithm with identical monetary and time resources, especially when these are high.
The issues raised here could all be addressed in principle by carefully implementing, say van Oorschot and Wiener's parallel collision search on a cluster of efficient platforms [33] . However, this is usually not done in practice, and we made no exception in our case.
Despite the few shortcomings of this usual methodology used to evaluate the complexity of attacks, it remains in our opinion a reliable measure thereof, that allows to compare different attack efforts reasonably well. For want of a better one, it is also the approach used in this paper.
The Computation
The major challenge when running our near-collision attacks distributed across the world was to adapt it into a distributed computation model which pursues two goals: the geographically distributed workers should work independently without duplication of work, and the number of the wasted computational time due to worker's failures should be minimized. The first goal required storage with the ability endure high loads of requests coming from all around the globe. For the second goal, the main sources of failures we found were preemption by higherpriority workers and bugs in GPU hardware. To diminish the impact of these failures, we learned to predict failures in the early stages of computation and terminated workers without wasting significant amounts of computational time.
First Near-Collision Attack. The first phase of the attack, corresponding to the generation of first-block near collisions, was run on a heterogeneous CPU cluster hosted by Google, spread over eight physical locations. The computation was split into small jobs of expected running time of one hour, whose objectives were to compute partial solutions up to step 61. The running time of one hour proved to be the best choice to be resilient against various kind of failures (mostly machine failure, preemption by other users of the cluster, or network issues), while limiting the overhead of managing many jobs. A MapReduce paradigm was used to collect the solutions of a series of smaller jobs; in hindsight, this was not the best approach, as it introduced an unnecessary bottleneck in the reduce phase.
The first first-block near collision was found after spending about 3583 core years that had produced 180 711 partial solutions up to step 61. A second near collision block was then later computed; it required an additional 2987 core years and 148 975 partial solutions.
There was a variety of CPUs involved in this computation, but it is reasonable to assume that they all were roughly equivalent in performance. On a single core of a 2.3 GHz Xeon E5-2650v3, the OpenSSL implementation of SHA-1 can compute up to 2 23.3 compression functions per second. Taking this as a unit, the first near-collision block required an effort equivalent to 2 60 SHA-1 compression function calls, and the second first block required 2 59.75 .
Second Near-Collision Attack. The second more expensive phase of the attack was run on a heterogeneous cluster of K20, K40 and K80 GPUs, also hosted by Google. It corresponded to the generation of a second-block nearcollision leading to a full collision. The overall setup of the computation was similar to the one of the first block, except that it did not use a MapReduce approach and resorted to using simpler queues holding the unprocessed jobs. A worker would then select a job, potentially produce one or several partial solutions up to step 61, and die on completion.
The collision was found after 369 985 partial solutions had been produced 5 . The production rates of partial 61-step solutions of the different devices used in the cluster were of 0.593 per hour for the K80 (which combines two GPU chips on one card), 0.444 for the K40 and 0.368 for the K20. The time needed for a homogeneous cluster to produce the collision would then have been of 114 K20-years, 95 K40-years or 71 K80-years.
The rate at which these various devices can compute the compression function of SHA-1 is, according to our measurements, 2 62.1 for the K80. Although a GTX 970 was only used to prototype the attack, we can also consider its projected efficiency and measure the effort spent for the attack w.r.t. this GPU. From the measured production rate of 58 100 step 33 solutions per second, we can deduce that 0.415 step 61 solutions can be computed per hour on average. This leads to a computational effort of 102 GPU years, equivalent to 2 63.4 SHA-1 compression function calls. The monetary cost of computing the second block of the attack by renting Amazon instances can be estimated from these various data. Using a p2.16xlarge instance, featuring 16 K80 GPUs and nominally costing US$ 14.4 per hour would cost US$ 560K for the necessary 71 device years. It would be more economical for a patient attacker to wait for low "spot prices" of the smaller g2.8xlarge instances, which feature four K520 GPUs, roughly equivalent to a K40 or a GTX 970. Assuming thusly an effort of 100 device years, and a typical spot price of US$ 0.5 per hour, the overall cost would be of US$ 110K.
Finally, summing the cost of each phase of the attack in terms of compression function calls, we obtain a total effort of 2 63.1 , including the redundant second near-colliding first block and taking the figure of 2 62.8 for the second block collision. This should however not be taken as an absolute number; depending on luck and equipment but without changing any of the cryptanalytical aspects of our attack, it is conceivable that the spent effort could have been anywhere from, say, 2 62.3 to 2 65.1 equivalent compression function calls.
Complexity Comparisons
We put our own result into perspective by briefly comparing its complexity to a few other relevant cryptographic computations.
Comparison with MD5 and SHA-0 Collisions. An apt comparison is first to consider the cost of computing collisions for MD5 [37] , a once very popular hash function, and SHA-0 [30], identical to SHA-1 but for a missing rotation in the message expansion. The most efficient known identical-prefix collision attacks for these three functions are all based on the same series of work from Wang et al. from the mid-2000s [48] [49] [50] , but have widely varying complexities. The best current identical-prefix collision attacks on MD5 are due to Stevens et al., and require the equivalent of about 2 16 compression function calls [46] . Furthermore, in the same paper, chosen-prefix collisions are computed for a cost equivalent to about 2 39 calls, increasing to 2 49 calls for a three-block chosenprefix collision as was generated on 200 PS3s for the rogue Certification Authority work.
Though very similar to SHA-1, SHA-0 is much weaker against collision attacks. The best current such attack on SHA-0 is due to Manuel and Peyrin [27] , and requires the equivalent of about 2 33.6 calls to the compression function.
Identical-prefix collisions for MD5 and SHA-0 can thus be obtained within a reasonable time by using very limited computational power, such as a decent smartphone.
Comparison with RSA Modulus Factorization and Prime Field Discrete Logarithm Computation. Some of the most expensive attacks implemented in cryptography are in fact concerned with establishing records of factorization and discrete logarithm computations. We believe that it is instructive to compare the resources necessary in both cases. As an example, we consider the 2009 factorization of a 768-bit RSA modulus from Kleinjung et al. [22] and the recent 2016 discrete logarithm computation in a 768-bit prime field from Kleinjung et al. [23] .
The 2009 factorization required about 2000 core years on a 2.2 GHz AMD Opteron of the time. The number of single instructions to have been executed is estimated to be of the order of 2 67 [22] 6 . The 2016 discrete logarithm computation was a bit more than three times more expensive, and required about 5300 core years on a single core of a 2.2 GHz Xeon E5-2660 [23] .
In both cases, the overall computational effort could have been decreased by reducing the time that was spent collecting relations [22, 23] . However, this would have made the following linear-algebra step harder to manage and a longer computation in calendar time. Kleinjung et al. estimated that a shorter sieving step could have resulted in a discrete logarithm computation in less than 4000 core years [23] .
To compare the cost of the attacks, we can estimate how many SHA-1 (compression function) calls can be performed in the 5300 core years of the more expensive discrete logarithm record [23] . Considering again a 2.3 GHz Xeon E5-2650 (slightly faster than the CPU used as a unit by Kleinjung et al.) running at about 2 23.3 SHA-1 calls per second, the overall effort of [23] is equivalent to approximately 2 60.6 SHA-1 calls. It is reasonable to expect that even on an older processor the performance of running SHA-1 would not decrease significantly; taking the same base figure per core would mean that the effort of [22] is equivalent to approximately 2 58.9 -2 59.2 SHA-1 calls. In absolute value, this is less than the effort of our own attack, the more expensive discrete logarithm computation being about five times cheaper 7 , and less than twice more expensive than computing a single first-block near collision. However, the use of GPUs for the computation of the second block of our attack allowed both to significantly decrease the calendar time necessary to perform the computation, and its efficiency in terms of necessary power: as an example, the peak power consumption of a K40 is only 2.5 times the one of a 10-core Xeon E5-2650, yet it is about 25 times faster at computing the compression function of SHA-1 than the whole CPU, and thence 10 times more energy-efficient overall. The energy required to compute a collision using GPUs is thus about twice less than the one required for the discrete logarithm computation 8 . As a conclusion, computing a collision for SHA-1 seems to need slightly more effort than 768-bit RSA factorization or prime-field discrete logarithm computation but, if done on GPUs, the amount of resources necessary to do so is slightly less. Not all of the neutral bits of the same word (say m 13 ) are neutral up to the same point. Their repartition in that respect is as follows, a graphical representation being also given in Fig. 5 .
-Bits neutral up to A 14 (included): m 11 [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] , m 12 [2, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] , m 13 [12, 16 ] -Bits neutral up to A 15 (included): m 11 [7, 8] , m 12 [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] A bit neutral to A i is then used to produce partial solutions at A i+1 . One should also note that this list only includes a single bit per neutral bit group, and some additional flips may be necessary to preserve message-bit-relations.
Out of the three boomerangs used in the attack, one first introduced a perturbation on m 9 on bit 7, and the other two on m 6 , on bit 6 and on bit 8. All three boomerangs then introduce corrections to ensure a local collision. Because these local collisions happen in the first round, where the Boolean function is ϕ IF , only two corrections are necessary for each of them. The lone boomerang introduced on m 9 is neutral up to A 22 , and the couple introduced on m 6 are neutral up to A 25 . The complete sets of message bits defining all of them are shown in Fig. 6 , using a "difference notation".
